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Vertica1 distribution of water temperature to the east of Miyako in 
the section a10ng the 39" 3ぴN paraUel. (After 'Hakodate Marine 






Average ve10city (km/month) of north-or southward disp1acement of the 5"C， 10'C 
and 20cC surface temperature isotherms between 1atitudes 28"N and 48'N at the indicated 
longitudes (Data for the period Jan. 1939-J an. 1940) 
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Text-fig. 2. Monthly mean positions of the 50C isotherm to the east of northern 
Honshu at the depth of 1∞m. 
Fine lines indicate me阻 positionsfor the years before 1945， and 
thick lines， those for 1949-1958. 











Text-fig. 3. Main current systems in the Ryukyu waters，。汀 thewest coast of K yushu 
and in the J apan Sea. 
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下層 200m{i'LlL迄及ぶ乙とがある.第4図の下層 100m層でも中央区は 230Cを示し周辺海域より 20C
桜高いのである.
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A special type of surface water temperature distribution 0汀 thesouthern 
coasts of Kyushu and Shikoku. (After 'The Forecasting on Sea and Fishing 














Monthly mean air temperatures at three land stations in northern Honshu， as
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SUMMARY 
If we can predict the hydrographic condition of a sea area， we may well be said to have a ground 
for inferring the locations of fishing grounds and also the state of fishes. With our present knowledge of 
配 eanographyand fish behavior， however， it is often very di伍cultto predict the sea conditon of a sea 
area， much more the locations of fishing grounds therein. This is partly because a sea area can be called 
a fishing ground only when a certain amount of fish catch is expected from it by a commercial fishing 
method， and partly because distribution and movement of fish sch∞Is depend upon both the environ-
mental condition and the fish's habit. In this connection， the writer stresses the importance of studying 
hydrographic and ecological factors intensively in自shinggrounds from the viewpoint that fishing 
grounds are the nvironment for the life of fish. 
The writer describes a few conspicuous hydrographic features found in the J apanese coastal waters 
and in the neighboring Oyashio and Kuroshio systems. In Table 1 are summarized the typical seasonal 
north-and southward movements of the monthly isotherms for the surface tmeperatures of 5"， 10" and 
20"C. The 5"C isotherm can be regarded as representing the boundary of the Oyashio water mass， and 
the 20"C isotherm， that of the Kuroshio water mass. By examining the year-to-year variations in the 
position and movement of these isotherms， one can deduce a fundamental hydrographic pattern of this 
sea region. In Figs. 2， 3 and 4 are shown some typical distributions of the current and water mass 
systems in the offshore waters around J apan. 
The writer is of opinion that the following are prerequisite to making reliable forecast concerning 
fishing grounds. 
1. Various environmental factors in fishing grounds are measured concurrently with fishing opera-
tions， and the data of such meaurement are accumulated. 
2. The biology， particularly the habit and the migratory range， ofeach economically important fish 
species is studied thoroughly. 
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3. In forecasting a fishing ground of a migratory fish， attention is paid to the movement of that 
isotherm which represents the lowest temperature which the species normally inhabits. 
4. In infering the distribution of the egg and larva of a自sh，attention is given to the current sytsem 
which washes the spawning area， and to those current rips which are formed along the border of 
that current system. 
5. The efficiency of various fishing gears is studied from the viewpoint that it varies according to the 
sea condition and the behavior of fish school. 
6. The possibility that fish， through learning， may acquire the ability to avoid the fishing gears of 
usual types is takne into account. 
